and the work of Peter of Ulm (fl. 1423) . How such surgical texts might have been used is dealt with in part by Vollmuth. His study of medicine among the Landsknecht, the mercenary German infantry who fought in Europe in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, concentrates mainly on the latter period. What medical assistance was available seems at first to have been minimal (the artillery also acted as wound attendants), although by the 1 560s regular provision for some medical attention was made for all the troops, not just the officers. Vollmuth compares the evidence of surgical manuals and archival documents with nine books of regulations or advice to future commanders. Of these the most important are the anonymous Kriegsordnung of c. 1527 Press, 1991, pp. lxxiii, 378, £29.95 (0-299-12930-6 The very first word of the edited text contains a transcription error, of the sort which is found on almost every subsequent page (in the first sixty pages I noted as many errors and sampling elsewhere confirmed the incidence). The critical apparatus is inconsistent in what it records (except,-apparently, for its silence concerning the scribe's clearing of dittographies). The commentary is just as worrying: its first quotation from an important witness, London B.L. MS Add. 30338, inauspiciously contains three transcription errors and thereafter scarcely a quotation from this MS is made with complete accuracy. The quotations from the Latin Gilbertus are no less alarming: the first invents a noun "caloritas" for "caliditas", misunderstands "causis" for "calidis" (ca.) and perpetrates the form "gravitur". The next quotation fails to recognize abbreviations and presents us with "feni" for "feniculi" and "petrosi" for "petrosilini". Further quotations print "melancolicos cibos" for "multos cibos" (29/13), "postulabitur" for "prestolabitur" (29/13), "noctiva" for "nociva" (112/19), "aggravatius" for "aggravativus" (123/18), "quam" for "quoniam" (190/18), "humoris" for "humorum" (190/18) , and, more entertainingly, "transversus aut tranquillus somnus non est" for "tamen verus aut tranquillus somnus non est" (216/14). Neglect of the meaning of the Latin goes so far as to allow the print's "calor" to stand in a description of jaundice (225/1) where it is perfectly obvious that the sense requires "color". The attentive reader will thus find much to disconcert or confuse him. On the positive side, the glossary is very good, though in the case of unfamilar compound medicines like "arrogon" it would have been useful to provide references to such standard pharmaceutical texts as the Antidotarium Nicolai where a full account of the ingredients can be found. Appended to the edition is a useful list of plants by genus. Despite its inaccuracies, the volume contains a great deal of useful material which will help to promote the study of The main body of the Lexicon is arranged according to Arabic roots, and within each entry one has immediate and easy access to the range of Greek words and expressions (with English definitions) which a given Arabic word translated. Where passages of text are of some particular interest, they are cited rather than just referred to, with the Arabic given in transcription. A Greek-Arabic glossary (Part B), keyed to the Arabic entries, enables one easily to find any Greek word mentioned in the Lexicon, and there are also indices of Greek proper names and transliterated words, variant Greek and Arabic passages, and Greek quotations.
The importance of this work cannot be overemphasized. In essence, researchers are presented with a clear analytical assessment of materials crucial to lexical studies in Classical and Middle Arabic and Classical and Middle Greek, and a corpus from which all future studies of the Arabic translation movement will derive profound benefit. This benefit will of course be very great in
